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Advanced Optical Microscopy for
Cell Biology
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he 15th EMBO Practical Course on Advanced Optical Microscopy
for Cell Biology was once more held in the historic Marine Biological
Association (MBA) on Citadel Hill, Plymouth, overlooking the sea.
This immersive 10-day practical course attracted early career researchers,
facility managers and industry-based microscopists from across Europe from
a variety of fields spanning biologists, physicists, chemists and mathematicians.
Year-after-year the course hosts invited speakers from across the globe who
are leaders in their field to lecture on all things microscopy.
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for everyone.The aim of the course was to not only
attempt to cover the vast and diverse theoretical
aspects of optical microscopy, but to also provide the
attendees with first-hand experience of using various
advanced techniques with a variety of samples. The
quality of teaching and practical demonstrations
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The course began with an introduction to this
year’s cohort from the co-organiser, Brad Amos.
Brad briefly summarised the history of Plymouth’s
maritime past and its connections to science and
microscopy, with particular emphasis on the MBA’s

in optical microscopy; Gail McConnell (University
of Strathclyde) discussed lasers and non-linear
optics as well as the development of the Mesolens
and its benefits for biomedical imaging; and Klaus
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properties of fluorescent photoproteins; and the

us how to better handle/prepare our samples and

keynote lecture delivered by Christian Eggeling

allowed us to gain a larger oversight of the up-and-
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The course concluded with an informal dinner, prize-

resounding success.

giving and thank you to the organisers. Over the 10

The second week of the course also offered attendees

days those attending the course had the opportunity

the unique opportunity to gain hands on experience

to present their research in a poster session and to

of a variety of advanced optical microscopes with

complete a series of written problems, and whoever

experts on hand to provide demonstrations and

received the highest mark would win the much-

troubleshooting
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advice.

Representatives

from

Nikon, Olympus, Abbelight, Leica, Scientifica, Aurox,
Hamamatsu, Oxford Nanoimaging and many others
were present for the duration of the course and
each had their latest product to showcase. One
added benefit for many of those on the course was
the option to go on a field trip to collect marine
plankton from the Plymouth marina. Accompanied
by Tony Campbell (University of Cardiff) and Brad
Amos, the trip let us get our hands dirty by pulling
up crustaceans, anemones and plankton from the
sediment. Tony and Brad’s expertise in identifying
these sea-beasties was key to selecting the correct
species to bring back to the lab for preparation and
imaging. The practical aspects of this course taught
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this course was without doubt beneficial to my
career development and understanding of the field.
I return from Plymouth motivated, more confident
in my abilities and eager to put what I’ve learned
into practice. I would recommend attending to any
early career research who actively uses microscopy
in their research.There was a wide variety of optical
physics, cell biology, image processing and statistical
analysis covered by the course which provides
learning points for those across the fields of biology,
chemistry, physics and mathematics.

Liam M. Rooney
University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow
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